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Product Code:

A262TM

Specification:

EN ISO 20471:2013 Class 3
EN 343:2003+A1:2007 Class 3:1

Description:

Bomber Jacket

Features:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ

300 Denier PU Coated Polyester Fabric
180 gsm quilted padding in sleeves and fleece lined body and collar
Concealed hood featuring VizLite® DT
Orange Prismatic reflective braces
Fully taped seams throughout
YKK Zips throughout
Transparent ID pocket, Chest Phone pocket
Zipped Napoleon pocket, Internal pocket
Two zipped Jet pockets
Concealed rib cuffs with adjustable velcro fastening
Colour Yellow or Orange

Size Chart:
to fit chest size cm
Medium
Large
XL
2XL

100 - 108
108 - 116
116 - 124
124 - 132

Other sizes available
Box quantities:

VizLite DT
®

DUAL TECHNOLOGY

Alpha Work Wear is the only High Visibility
®
clothing range that incorporates VizLite
Dual Technology which offers three levels
of protection :

12
3

Phosphorescence
Fluorescence

Retro-reflectivity

10

Care label:
40 C

25 Max

Charging Time:
The phosphorescent pigments on this garment are charged by
UV light both natural and artificial. For best results charge in
daylight. Once fully charged a garment’s afterglow will last for
up to 8 hours.

Daylight

Light Intensity (Lux) Minutes

Sunny
Cloudy
Dusk

>50,000
3,000 -50,000
1,000

5
5
8

Fluorescent light (white)
Office
Domestic

500
200

Call : 01270 252569
Email: info@viz-group.com
Visit: www.vizreflectives.com
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VizLite DT
®

DUAL TECHNOLOGY

An introduction to VizLite® Dual Technology
®

Alpha Workwear garments all feature the patent pending innovation Vizlite Dual Technology. Alpha Work wear
is the only high visibility clothing range designed to offer the 3 levels of protection, fluorescence, retroreflectivity, and phosphorescence.
All garments meet the latest EN ISO 20471:2013 standard for High Visibility garments and are designed to give
360 degrees of visibility.
®

VizLite Dual Technology combines two technologies, retro-reflectivity and phosphorescence into a single tape..
®

The retro-reflective material is constructed from mbeads , micro beads of high index glass half coated with
aluminium. These work like by reflecting light back to the source, offering levels of brightness up to 500
Candelas. The phosphorescent element contains rare earth pigments of Strontium Aluminate which absorbs
ultraviolet light through electromagnetic radiation. This light energy is then released when the garment is in dark
or in dimly lit condition, this light is called the “afterglow” Once fully charged this afterglow can last up to 8
hours and can be seen up to a distance of 200 metres.

®

10 Benefits of VizLite DT
1 Increases the safety of your workforce
2 Innovative Technology offering the latest
safety solution
3 Fully complies to the latest EN 20471:2013
standard
4 Three levels of protection, fluorescence,
reflectivity and phosphorescence
5 Powered by natural or artificial UV Light
6 Is not reliant on batteries
7 Low maintenance
8 Normal Laundry
9 Strong afterglow
10 Lasts up to 8 hours

Call : 01270 252569
Email: info@viz-group.com
Visit: www.vizreflectives.com

